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Abstract 

Digital fiction typically puts the reader/player in a cybernetic dialogue with various narrative functions, 

such as characters, narrative voices or prompts emanating from the storytelling environment. Readers 

typically enact their responses either verbally, through typed keyboard input, or haptically, through 

various types of physical interactions with the interface (mouseclick, controller moves; touch). The sense 

of agency evoked through these dialogic interactions has been fully conventionalized as part of digital 

narrativity. And yet there are instances of enacted dialogicity in digital fiction that merit more in-depth 

investigation under the broad labels of anti-mimeticism and intrinsic unnaturalness (Richardson 2016), 

such as when readers enact pre-scripted narratees without, however, being able to take agency over the 

(canonical) narrative as a whole (Dave Morris’s Frankenstein), or when they hear or read a “protean,” 

“disembodied questioning voice” (Richardson 2006: 79) that oscillates between system feedback, interior 

character monologue and supernatural interaction (Dreaming Methods’ WALLPAPER). I shall examine 

these and other intrinsically unnatural examples of the media-specific interlocutor in print and digital 

fiction (Richardson 2006) and evaluate the extent to which unconventional interlocutors in digital fiction 

may have anti-mimetic, or defamiliarizing effects. 

1. Introduction 

This paper is spin-off of my current book project, which examines digital fiction through the lens of 

unnatural narratology. This subfield of postclassical narratology looks at so-called unnatural narratives – 

which is something of a misnomer because the kind of narratives that come under this label are just as 

naturally produced as any other kinds of storytelling, and yet they are distinctive in how they push 

conventional boundaries and stretch the limits of logical thought. In particular, unnatural narratology is 

concerned with questions surrounding physical and logical impossibilities in experimental fiction in 

particular. It examines the extent to which these so-called unnatural structures can be read in such a way 

as to be naturalized, through cognitive processes, and indeed conventionalized, and it acknowledges that, 
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in some cases, so-called un-naturalizing readings (in the sense of interpretations that embrace aporia, 

incohesion, and incomprehensibility) are the appropriate way of engaging with unnaturalness. In this talk 

I concentrate on one aspect of unnatural narratology, which is extreme narration, and I zoom in on the 

elusive phenomenon of what Brian Richardson (2006) refers to as the interlocutor-narrator. 

Unnatural narratives are defined ex negativo, as narratives that defy the principles of what Monika 

Fludernik (1996) calls “natural narratives,” which are the kind of non-fictional stories that we encounter 

on a daily basis when we talk to our friends about what we did at the weekend, or what we’ve read in the 

news. Unnatural narratives, according to Jan Alber (2013), can only be fictional because they defy two 

important elements of “natural” storytelling: (a) our own real-world cognitive frames, i.e. our assumptions 

of what is physically and logically possible, and (b) the conventions of so-called natural narratives (e.g. 

that there’s a logical sequence of cause and effect, and that human beings cannot be in two physical 

places at the same time). 

 

Fig. 1: Chryssalis, “Kafka’s Metamorphosis…” 

To start with, let’s play a little game: if I asked you what kind of story the image in fig.1 invokes in you, 

what would you say? Most of you will probably blurt out “Kafka’s Metamorophosis,” and you’re 

absolutely right in that this image (a photomanipulation by digital concept artist, Chryssalis) is indeed 

called “Kafka’s Metamorphosis…”. So why am I showing you this? Because the idea of a human bug can 

be used to show what are essentially two key positions within unnatural narratology: extrinsic and 

intrinsic views. What do I mean by that? Basically, Stefan Iversen (2013) suggests three ways in which a 

giant anthropomorphic bug like this could be read: (1) in good old Kafkaesque fashion, where the 

conflicts caused by a human mind in an insect body cannot be resolved in the course of the narrative, thus 

leaving readers alienated throughout; but theoretically we could also imagine (2) a scenario where a 
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human being wakes up one morning to find himself transformed into a giant bug, but finds out later that it 

was only a dream. Or (3) we might imagine a scenario where we read a story about a giant green bug that 

can walk and talk like a human being and has to be fought off as a monster in a fantasy fiction or 

videogame. The main difference between these three readings is the extent to which the meaning of the 

human bug can be naturalized – for example through what Alber (2016) calls an “internalizing” cognitive 

strategy, where the biological impossibility is attributed to a dream or other form of subconscious event; 

or through a “generification” strategy, which embeds the impossibility in a fully conventionalized genre 

tradition (that in fantasy fiction supernatural things do and need to happen). And finally, for the Kafka 

reading we need to employ either a “Zen reading” that embraces the strangeness of the narrative, or 

possibly an “allegorizing” reading, which sees Gregor Samsa as a metaphoric representation of a general 

human identity conflict. Importantly, some unnatural narratologists will only accept readings of the latter 

type as cases of actual unnaturalness, whereas others follow a broader definition that includes anything 

that is biologically, physically, or logically impossible, regardless of the intended aesthetic effects of a 

narrative. 

Hence, broadly speaking, there are two general perspectives on unnatural narrative theory, which are only 

partly compatible. There is an extrinsic approach, which assumes, with Jan Alber (2013), that unnatural 

narratives are any fictional narratives that “[v]iolate physical laws, logical principles, or standard 

anthropomorphic limitations of knowledge by representing storytelling scenarios, narrators, characters, 

temporalities, or spaces that could not exist in the actual world.” This approach is directly derived from 

Fludernik’s natural narratology and subsumes anything from speaking animals and floating islands to 

time travel, multiple storylines and ontological metalepsis (transgressing boundaries between fictional and 

actual world). Alber’s focus lies on how human beings read and make sense of these impossibilities, and 

links them to cognitive theories such as schemata, frames and scripts. One typical reading strategy he 

proposes is for example “frame blending,” which means we combine and harmonize previously 

incommensurate concepts, e.g. fire and water for burning lakes. 

Opposed to this is the intrinsic approach followed most fervently by Brian Richardson (2016), who is far 

less invested in the “unnatural” and more interested in the effects of anti-mimetic, or anti-conventional 

elements in a narrative. His focus is on the kinds of narrative “representations that contravene the 

presuppositions of nonfictional narratives, violate mimetic expectations and the practices of realism, and 

defy the conventions of existing, established genres” (3). In other words, Richardson and his followers are 

not interested in fully conventionalized elements like supernatural beings in fantasy or gothic fiction, 

which are non-mimetic but not anti-mimetic, or anti-conventional. Instead, he concentrates on works 
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that “break (or only partly enter into) the mimetic illusion,” works that seek to alienate and defamiliarise 

the audience, typically through mutually contradictory plot elements (Coover’s “The Babysitter”), or for 

example impossible sequences of events or antinomic chronologies (Martin Amis’s Time’s Arrow). 

2. Interlocution in print fiction 

The graph in fig.2 shows a well-known yet greatly simplified model of narrative communication in print 

fiction. It visualizes the different intra- and extradiegetic layers involved, such as the author talking to a 

reader (indirectly and asynchronously, through a written codex); a narrator talking to a narratee at the 

level of fictional mediation; and dialogue between characters on the level of action. This Chinese box 

model by Jahn (2017), which draws on a more linear graph proposed by Chatman in Story and Discourse 

(1978) omits the controversial layer of implied author and reader, but this is not what we are interested in 

here. Rather, I would like to draw attention to the unidirectionality of so-called “natural” narrative 

interlocution in print fiction, where readers – in most cases – receive what they are told rather than being 

able to talk back, and the same is generally true at narrator-narratee level. It is not true at the intradiegetic 

level, where characters talk multi-directionally, so this graph needs adjusting. I argue that, because in 

digital fiction this unidirectionality is lifted and the reader essentially generates the narrative through 

kinetic interface interaction (rather than mostly cognitive interaction, in the case of print fiction), and this 

is the main reason why the interlocutor as extreme, unnatural form of narration is mostly conventionalized 

in digital fiction. Mind you, there are exceptions where the status of the interlocutor is not all that clear-

cut, and where we might therefore locate a certain degree of anti-mimetic experimentation. 

 

Fig. 2: Jahn’s (2017) Chinese box model of narrative communication in print fiction 

In his influential book Unnatural Voices: Extreme Narration in Modern and Contemporary Fiction 

(2006), Brian Richardson identifies a number of what he calls “extreme narrating agents which exist at 

the very boundaries of narration” (79). One of them is “the figure of the interlocutor, or disembodied 
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questioning voice … that poses questions which the narrative goes on to answer” (ibid). Richardson 

differentiates this essentially “protean” figure from voices that can be more clearly defined, such as 

narrators talking to themselves, or even narrators addressing the reader in cases of rhetorical metalepsis. 

Essentially, “for much of the text it is not clear what the status of these [interlocuting] voices are” (80), 

which can oscillate between narrator and narratee, thus blurring these categories, or seemingly emanate 

from one or more communicative sources. 

An early example of a questionable interlocutor figure is narrator in Dostoevsky’s 1864 Notes from the 

Underground. Here, and in other places throughout the text, he (we presume) is imagining vocal 

responses from one or more hypothetical interlocutors “with such precision that they may point to an 

origin in the narrator’s obsessions rather than any mimesis of others’ probable speech” (Richardson 80). 

And this is just an early, and still fairly easily naturalizable example. Richardson’s main case study is the 

“Ithaca” episode of Joyce’s Ulysses, which he calls “the source of most modern experiments” (81). The 

chapter consists of about 2300 lines of questions and answers, which Joyce himself identifies as 

“catechism, impersonal.” But, as Richardson (2006) argues, it is a “very strange kind of anti-catechism, 

couched in exaggerated scientistic language and containing much more narrative and description than 

standard doctrine or useful knowledge” (81). 

It is important to remember here the ultimately monologic nature of projected catechistic dialogicity. The 

standard, religious genre serves as a pedagogic tool conveying to a congregation or student a catalogue of 

rules and doctrinal thinking patterns that are supposed to be internalized. The respondent “does not 

respond personally to the question but rather internalizes the answer which the questioner has already 

supplied” (Hampson 1996: 230). This reduces the respondent’s agency to zero, and makes them a 

discursive tool for the hegemonic voice behind the interlocution.  

Joyce, of course, coming from a background steeped in this and other kinds of religious indoctrination, 

aims to “test the limits” of the orthodox question and answer format, thus critiquing “the catechisms’s 

inversion of the function of dialogue and problematiz[ing] further the status of the speaking subect” 

(Richardson 2006: 81). So, in the following example from “Ithaca” (which is fairly representative of most 

of the rest of the chapter) we really do not know who the speaker is (or are) of the question or the answer: 

What parallel courses did Bloom and Stephen follow returning? 

Starting united both at normal walking pace from Beresford place they followed in the 

order named Lower and Middle Gardiner streets and Mountjoy Square, west: then, at 
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reduced pace, each bearing left, Gardiner’s place by an inadvertence as far as the farther 

corner of Temple street: then, at reduced pace with interruptions of halt, bearing right, 

Temple street, north, as far as Hardwicke place… (Joyce, Ulysses, “Ithaca,” 17.1-7) 

This and other passages from the same episode raise questions about intended levels of perceived orality, 

of whether or not we are dealing with one or two speakers, and what their status and relationship is vis-à-

vis the main characters. Might the voice asking the questions even be a projected personification of the 

implied reader, or of an envisioned narratee (along the lines of the Dostoevsky example)? Might this be 

the figure of “the arranger,” a term suggested by David Hayman [1982] “to designate the sensibility 

responsible for the many different voices and effects beyond those of Ulysses’ main narrator?”  

Richardson (2006) concludes that the elusive form of the interlocutor can be conceptualized either as a 

kind of “shapeless, contradictory, indeed monstrous [and yet somehow inherently consistent] 

supernarrator… bent on producing irreducible heterogeneity” (86) or indeed, as he seems to prefer, a 

more general, fluid concept of textuality that allows for “shifting, depersonalized, multivoiced texts that 

transcend or traduce the sensibility of a single narrator, a composite figure we may refer to as the 

‘incommensurate narrator’” (86). 

Leaving terminological questions aside for now, I think what is most important here in the context of 

extreme, or unnatural narration, is the defamiliarizing, anti-mimetic effect this and other interlocutor 

figures is intended to evoke in readers. Equally importantly, we have to remember that this effect is 

strongly anchored in the medium-specific affordances of narrative communication in print, which 

assumes a reader-recipient that is confronted with a fairly mono-modal and mono-directional narrative 

situation. This situation does not allow any significant agency as far as creative or narrative decision-

making is concerned, so the reader’s main challenge is to make sense of linguistically represented 

narrational ambiguities, without however actively participating in the construction of the story. In a 

nutshell, then, I would argue that that the interlocutor as a form of extreme narration emerges from the 

unidirectional communication situation we typically find in print, and it is used to signal the monologic, 

inherently un-natural nature (following Fludernik) of standard, print-based literary communication. 

3. Interlocution in digital fiction 

Digital narratives, by contrast, do not face this (mono-directional, mono-modal) dilemma. They typically 

put the reader/player in a cybernetic, interactionally metaleptic dialogue with various narrative functions, 

such as characters, narrative voices or prompts emanating from the storytelling environment. Readers 
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typically enact their responses either verbally, through typed keyboard input, or haptically, through 

various types of physical interactions with the interface (mouseclick, controller moves; touch). The sense 

of agency evoked by these dialogic interactions has been fully conventionalized as part of digital 

narrativity from commercial narrative videogames like Dragon Age to text adventures and interactive 

fiction. And yet, of course, despite the projection of genuine bilaterality and reader-player agency, we are 

again dealing with a pre-scripted supernarrative that ultimately delimits the interlocutory options available 

to the reader-player. 

That being said, there has been an astonishing range of experimental creativity in relation to human-

computer interaction in digital fiction and digital drama, exploring the possibilities of Turing-Test-style 

communication (the historical lineage of this “chatbot legacy” was documented by Mark Marino in a 

2008 ELO paper). Andrew Stern and Michael Mateas' interactive drama, Façade, for example, stages a 

near-natural conversation between two artificial agents and the player, whose typed conversational turns 

result in character responses that are possible in a “natural” (Fludernikian) scenario yet not always likely. 

Still, we are not really dealing with a Richardsonian situation, where the interlocutor narrator or narratee 

is perceived as protean, hybrid, or ontologically elusive.  

It is important to recognize that the medium-specific qualities of digital fiction afford specific kinds of 

anti-mimetic interlocution, whereby we have to take conventionalized forms of high-agency player 

involvement into consideration. Hence, we need to adjust Richardson’s concept to one of un-conventional 

(anti-mimetic) digital interlocution, where reader-players encounter unexpected forms of dialogicity that 

for example put them in a dilemma between expected and constrained agency, or cause them to reflect on 

the unexpectedly complex personality and potential multi-vocality of the narrator-interlocutor facing 

them. 

In this context it is worth revisiting Emily Short’s Galatea. The text is anti-mimetic within its own genre 

as it takes a psychological, forensic rather than action-oriented focus. The player’s aim is to find out as 

much about Galatea’s past and personality as they can. In this process, the narrator-interlocutor assumes 

the role of a complex, multi-faceted stage director. Most of the time he provides us with an inside view of 

the player-character, triggering and responding to Galatea’s actions and utterances. But occasionally he 

shape-shifts into a meta-level commentator, transgressing the ontological boundary between fictional and 

actual world and reprimanding the player, for example, for wanting the player-character to tell Galatea 

about sex (“There are some things that fall out of your job description”). A more cryptic meta-

commentary is made at the top of fig.3, in brackets, where the narrator (or a different, protean voice?) 
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advises the player about the nature of general questions. Yet, it remains unclear what particular situation – 

fictional or actual is being referred to be this comment; the passive structure “that haven’t been 

anticipated” further augment this disorienting effect, and the reader is left to speculate by whom these 

types of questions have not been anticipated: Galatea, the system, or even humankind in general? 

 

Fig.3: section from Emily Short’s Galatea 

Even in Dave Morris’ highly immersive touchscreen remediation of Shelley’s Frankenstein, we can see 

traces of anti-mimeticism. Metaleptic interlocution is an effect created by this kind of gamification, which 

puts the reader in the position of Victor’s confidant, and follows him throughout the narrative. Although 

experienced digital reader-players will easily adapt to the dialogic style of the narrative, there is 

something alienating in the way in which the agency that is intended to add to the reading experience is 

actually highly illusory. After all, many readers will know what happens in the original narrative, and 

roughly when, and the Inkle version does not offer any seriously deviating pathways as options. So we 

could say here that canonically restricted agency adds a degree of alienation to the expected interactive 

reading experience. We are surely not talking about the kind of erased agency evoked by Richardon’s 

examples of modernist anti-catechistic writing, but given the heightened interactive expectations of digital 

fiction readers, the anti-mimetic effects may be seen as comparable.  
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My final example is Judi Alston and Andy Campbell’s immersive 3D fiction, WALLPAPER. It is played 

from the perspective of 1st person avatar PJ Sanders, who soliloquizes (internally, presumably) about the 

associations triggered by revisiting the house of his childhood after his mother’s demise. The interlocutor 

is thus the player-character himself, his inner voice, or alter ego. Throughout the narrative, however, 

Sanders becomes gradually dissociated from the player’s identification with him, as the voices he 

experiences in the house seem to multiply. He seems to hold unusual written and spoken conversations 

with his late mother and father, for example, but the most anti-mimetic aspect of this protean interlocutor 

are the passages in which some alter ego seems to be speaking to him: “Come on, Sanders, just unlock the 

door, man”, or even more poignantly, in the latter half of the narrative, “Upstairs? Are you crazy 

Sanders?” So here we can see the interlocutor as medium-specific, protean voice that oscillates between 

interior character monologue, system feedback, and supernatural character interaction. 

The works discussed in this short paper may not have the kind of highly anti-mimetic effects evoked by a 

Joycean-type interlocutor, which deliberately pushes the limits of monodirectional communication 

characteristic of print. Yet, I hope to have shown how traces of anti-mimeticism may evoke certain 

degrees of bewilderment, amusement, alienation, or dissociation in the reader-player of certain digital 

fictions that experiment with the otherwise naturalized metaleptic interaction between diegetic voice and 

reader-player input. A question we might ask, following Richardson (2006: 86), is, whether in the works 

mentioned here and beyond, we are actually dealing with cases of a heterogeneous yet ultimately 

consistent supernarrator, or whether we are indeed confronted with a more textual category that allows 

for multiple, shifting voices, “that transcend or traduce the sensibility of a single narrator” and translate it 

into a “composite figure” – that of a medium-specific, “incommensurate” narrator. 
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